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Tiffany Cone
2008 Oklahoma Female 

Runner of the Year
By Paul Lekawski

Move over, Sam Bradford, and take your football 
trophies with you… there’s a new Super Athlete 
in town that’s taking the big award. And yes 

Sam, this one is transplanted from Texas! The very 
fast TIFFANY CONE has been selected 2008 Female 
Oklahoma Runner of the Year, a most well deserved 
honor for this Oklahoma City Running Club member 
and former director.

Just check out these results for 2008.
In addition to those races, she was also the Triple 

Crown Overall Champion and the 2008 Landrunner 
Champion of Champions series winner in the 0-39 
female bracket! Of course she also broadened her 
horizons a bit by participating in duathlons. An amazing 
ratio of 19 1st Place finishes out of 29 races entered and 
the results also show that she ran with some very good 
competitors as evidenced by her finishing place with 
her fastest times (i.e., 2nd Overall in a 19:07 5K and a 
2nd Overall in a 40:59 10K). The competition definitely 
knows Tiffany Cone.

Of course the Oklahoma City Running Club has 
known that Tiffany has always been a great runner, 
as evidenced by her selection as the 2004 OCRC 
“Landrunner” of the Year in the Female Open 
Division. 

see Cone on page 4

Race	 	 	 	 Place	Overall	 Time

New Years Day 5K   2nd  19:55
BALTO 5K   1st  20:23
Beacon on the Bay 5K  1st   19:41
Run the Blvd 5K   1st   19:51
Run the Thin Blue Line 5K  1st   19:26
Remember the Ten 5K  1st   19:09
Bricktown Blaze 5K   1st  19:48
Gusher Gallop 5K   1st  19:12
Andy Payne 5K   1st  19:50
Tulsa Kidney Klassic 5K  2nd  19:26
HealthPlex 5K   3rd  19:29
Midnight Streak 5K (short course) 1st  17:46
Riverside 5000 Elite 5K  7th  19:22
Run With the Bulls 5K  1st  19:17
Brookhaven 5K   8th  19:16
Makin Tracks 5K   1st  19:40
Race for the Cure 5K  2nd  19:07
Juke Joint Jog 5K   1st  19:30
Run With the Stars 5K  1st   19:13
UCO Homecoming 5K (short course) 1st   17:14
St. Patrick’s Day 8K   1st   32:04
Bethany Freedom Run 8K  1st   32:26
Frigid 5 Miler   2nd   32:40
Creek Classic 10K   1st   41:19
Red Bud 10K   2nd   40:59
Geico Freedom Run 10K  1st   41:39
Rainbow Run 12K   1st   49:37
OKC Memorial Half-Marathon 4th   1:29:37
Rock and Roll San Antonio Half-Mar 22nd   1:32:17
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NNo, the year is not half over. But for those training for the 
OKC Memorial Marathon full or half marathons, you are 
half way there. I’m looking forward to those fun 20 mile 
group runs. Notice I said “group” and believe me…20 
miles all alone is no fun. I’m sure a lot of you are hoping 
for a little warmer weather, but I’ll keep praying for the 
cold stuff. As you may have noticed, I’m the nut at the 
group runs dressed like I’m heading to the beach. I also 
enjoy a nice ice bath after those long runs; it really helps 
soothe the sore muscles. Be sure to thank our training 
run coordinators and sponsors. They seem to be able to 
raise the bar each week with about the only thing left to 
do is run the miles for us. 

Spring racing season is now in full swing with a race 
on the schedule every weekend through May. In March, 
be sure to make the Deer Creek Classic (free breakfast 
served after the race). The following week is the final 
race of the Triple Crown; St. Paddy’s 8K at Lake Hefner. 
You won’t want to miss the crowning of the Triple Crown 

Half Way There
Champions along with the free pizza and beer. Remember 
to wear your green as Frank always seems to have great 
prizes for the best costume. If you’re looking for another 
free breakfast, head to Weatherford on March 28 for the 
Tough Enough to Wear Pink 5K. And don’t forget to 
attend our next club meeting on March 16; check the 
Web site for details.

Congratulations to fellow Landrunner, Tiffany Cone 
on being named Oklahoma Female Runner of the Year 
2008. I have always enjoyed watching her run; the only 
problem is with my age and speed by the time I hit the 
start button on my Garmin, she is out of sight. There is 
good news for the rest of our female runners … Tiffany 
is having another baby Cone so she is cutting back on her 
racing. Congratulations Tiffany!

Keep Running

Chuck Mikkelson, President
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Friends of Lake 
Hefner Update 
By Bill Robinson

Friends of Lake Hefner is an “umbrella” organization 
representing most, if not all, of the user groups who enjoy 
Lake Hefner and the park. As you would expect, that 
includes those who use the trails for training—runners and 
bikers and tri guys and gals—and the sailors, sail kite and 
kayakers, the Torks who fly model planes, the advocates of 
natural wet lands…the list goes on for a total of  15 or 16 
groups.

One of the primary reasons this group was founded was 
to present a unified position to the OKC City Council and 
the Water Trust in support of keeping the lake and park 
a recreational area, free from any additional commercial 
development. We like to think that our opinions and input 
have had a positive influence in that regard, as the members 
of FOLH contributed many hours in the development of 
the Lake Hefner Master Plan recently adopted.

As part of the effort to make the Lake Hefner reservation 

even more beautiful and enjoyable, the Friends have obtained 
a grant from the Margaret Annis Boys Trust for planting 
trees around the lake. The first step was the planting of 40 
trees on Feb. 17. Landrunners President Chuck Mikkelson 
was one of the ceremonial shovel wielders, joining city 
officials and other muckety mucks. An additional 40 trees 
are scheduled for planting in the near future. If these 80 
trees are kept alive, the trust will provide two additional sets 
of 80 trees, to be planted in two increments.

Here’s where we—the Landrunners—come in.  These 
trees are going to need watering to survive. FOLH has 
purchased a truck and water trailer. Each user group is 
being asked to contribute a team of people to periodically 
do the watering. So, once every couple of months it will be 
our turn, and will probably take three to four hours on a 
Saturday or Sunday afternoon. I’ll bet we can get the board 
to grant volunteer credit for the race series requirement. 
Interested? I hope so, because as our club’s representative, 
I’ve committed us to this chore. 

Also, May 2 is going to be a Lake/Trail clean up day for 
all the organizations, with a party upon completion. And 
we are invited. 

If	you	would	like	to	help	with	the	tree	watering	project,	you	can	e-mail	Bill	
Robinson	at	runandsoar@yahoo.com.
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So how did this great runner come to be such a popular 
member of Oklahoma running and the OCRC? Born in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin and moving to Eustace, Texas 
when she was one year old (does she wear a Longhorn 
Cheese hat when cheering for Texas?) must have had 
something to do with her future of running. After all, 
Eustace is just up the road from Athens, Texas and perhaps 
she developed an Olympic spirit at an early age. She 
began running competitively in the 7th grade and went 
on to run track at Texas A & M University–Commerce. 
While at this fine running school, she met another great 
runner, Trey Cone, who was a graduate assistant cross 
country coach. Trey obtained his doctorate degree and 
is now an associate professor in Kinesiology and Health 
Studies at the University of Central Oklahoma.

Tiffany and Trey were married in 2001 and moved 
to Oklahoma in the same year. Tiffany’s article in the 
February 2009 issue of The Landrunner tells a great story 
of discovering the Oklahoma City Running Club and all 
of the friendly members (especially Jack Rector and the 
marathon training group). Tiffany became a member of 
the Oklahoma City Running Club in 2002 and served on 
the Board of Directors in 2004. She continues to help the 
club by maintaining the membership roster and creating 
the mailing labels for the newsletter.

She won her first trophy in Oklahoma City while 
participating in the 2003 Oklahoma City Memorial 
Marathon. Her 2nd place finish in the Female 20-24 
age group was a credit to Jack Rector’s fine training and 
Tiffany’s drive to excel in competition.

The racing slowed down somewhat leading up to the 
March 2005 birth of their first son, appropriately named 
Chase (now replacing Rector’s training plans with heavy 
duty workouts of running amok around the house). But 
shortly thereafter (six months later), Tiffany was back 
to running what became her most memorable race—the 
Wichita 2005 Marathon where she finished in 3:33:57 as 
the 3rd Female in her age group and 12th Female overall. 
The memory of the birth of her child and qualifying 
for the Boston Marathon made this such a special race 
for Tiffany; the results were fantastic. Another Boston 
qualifier at this race was Jack Rector at the age of 78. 

So what other races does this runner in New Balance 
859s like to participate in for fun and excitement? Her 
favorite in-state is the Makin’ Tracks 5K in Piedmont 
(September race). She especially likes the trophies 
of pottery, hand created by OCRC Director, Frances 
Williams and the seemingly running “out in the 

countryside” atmosphere of the race. Her favorite out-
of-state race is the Race for the Cure in Little Rock, 
Arkansas where there were 50,000 participants and they 
were all female. 

So this mother of two (if you count Trey) has 
quite a workout while working at home in the Medical 
Transcription field. And the workouts will get a bit 
tougher as she is now expecting their second child (once 
again, 3 if you count Trey) in August. So look out world, 
there will be another fine runner that may someday bask 
in the glory of Male or Female Oklahoma Runner of the 
Year.

Tiffany’s accomplishment and honor follows former 
OCRC members such as Suzy Hunt, Norman Roper, 
Janet Myers, Barbara Luciano, Kim Bricker and Ron 
Kuykendall as Oklahoma Runners of the Year. A tip of 
the hat to Tiffany for a fabulous year and many more 
great ones to come. Congratulations Tiff—2008 Female 
Oklahoma Runner of the Year! You did fantastic and 
we’re all proud of you!

Recognition and a presentation of this prestigious 
award are tentatively scheduled for a time during the 
Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon Expo at the Cox 
Convention Center on Friday, April 24 or Saturday, 
April 25.
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Cone continued

LANDRUNNERS IN ACTION
2/1/09   New Orleans Mardi Gras Marathon
Bill Goodier  3:34:19
Carolynn Parker  4:49:05
Shilpa Abbitt  4:49:06

2/1/09   New Orleans Mardi Gras Half-Marathon
Michael Parker  2:35:22

2/1/09   Surf City Half-Marathon, Huntington Beach, CA
Arnold Angelici Jr  2:00:54

2/7/09  Rocky Raccoon 100 Mile Trail Run, Huntsville, TX
Maurice Lee III  27:03:38.70 

2/15/09  ATT Austin Marathon
Melissa Brevetti  5:09:18

2/15/09  ATT Austin Half-Marathon
Randy Nance  1:56:53
Cara Rogers  2:58:25

Please	 don’t	 forget	 to	 send	 your	 results,	 photos	 and	 stories	 to	 news@
okcrunning.org
Volunteers	needed	for	Marathon	Packet	Stuffing-check	our	website	www.
okcrunning.org		for	details	and	to	sign	up.



Mail generic entry to:

Lynn Institute
3555 NW 58th Street, Suite 800

OKC, OK 73112

or call Frank @ 602-3919

$20 pre registered    
$25 race day    
$10 students    
under 8 free

Go to www.stpaddysrace.com 
or enter Triple Crown

8K = 1 mile fun run  =  kid’s races

St.	Paddy’s	Day
Great	Race	of	the	

Great	Plains

Third Jewel of the

Triple Crown

The Leprechauns are baaaaaack...
Come join them!

Prizes for best leprechauns.
March 14th  |  10:15a.m.
Lake Hefner East Wharf

Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date	 Event	 	 	 	 	 	 Location/Time

3/7 Deer Creek Classic 5/10K    DC Middle School @ 9 a.m.
3/14 St. Paddy’s Day 8K    Lake Hefner East Wharf @ 10:15 a.m.
3/16 Club Meeting     Ingrid’s Kitchen @ 6:30 p.m.
3/28 Tough Enough to Wear Pink   SWOSU, Weatherford @ 9 a.m.
4/5 Red Bud Classic 5K/10K    N.W. 63rd & Penn @ 2 p.m.
4/18 Remember the Ten 5K/10K   Stillwater, OK @ 9 a.m.
4/18 Guthrie YMCA 89er Day 5K   Guthrie YMCA @ 9 a.m.
TBA Marathon Packet Stuffing    TBA
TBA Club Meeting     TBA
4/26 OKC Memorial Marathon   N.W. 5th & Robinson @ 6:30 a.m.
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By the way, there was NOT, at least in the half 
marathon, a linear relationship between heart rate and 
RPE. That is, even though the heart rates of the half 
marathoners increased and decreased several times 
during the race, their RPEs steadily, scalarly, and linearly 
increased as the race progressed. In the 7 mile race, both 
heart rate and RPE increased as the race progressed. 

I believe you’ll find this interesting. From the 
point in time when the 7 milers were at 14 percent to 
completion until the end of the race, their average heart 
rate ran between 91 and 96 percent of max. My, that’s 
intense. Even the half marathoners had seriously high 
rates from the 14 percent mark to completion: their heart 
rates ranged from 88 to 96 percent. So, the next time you 
finish a race, and your heart rate averages, say, 85 percent 
of max, it looks like you may have not given it enough 
effort. Of course, at the beginning of a race, all of our 
heart rates will be substantially lower than those rates, 
but it takes us only a couple minutes to elevate to “race” 
levels. 

Consider using RPE to gauge where you “should be” 
during a race (of any length) based on how far you are into 
the race. This approach assumes you want an excellent 
result from an excellent effort. At the following marks, be 
at the following RPEs:15 percent: 11.9 (between fairly 
light and somewhat hard); 30 percent: 13.2 (just slightly 
beyond somewhat hard); 45 percent: 14.1 (between 
somewhat hard and hard); 59 percent: 15.5 (beyond hard, 
harder than hard); 70 percent: 16.5 (almost very hard); 
85 percent: 17.5 (worse than very hard); 100 percent 
(the finishing kick)---19 or 20 (all out). So, prior to the 
race, calculate where you’d be, mileage-wise or against 
your proposed finishing time, at 15 percent, 30 percent, 
etc., and aim to be AT those RPEs at the corresponding 
distances or time.

5K or Half Marathon: 
Equal Pain
By Warren Jones

A recent issue of the journal, Psychophysiology, contains 
a study on what is called the “scalar linear time-based 
property” of Rate of Perceived Exertion. 

Most of you know of the RPE scale created by a 
fellow named Borg. The Borg RPE scale goes from 7 to 
20 and has a number of word “anchors.” For example, at 
9 on the RPE scale, a person is exerting himself or herself 
at a “very light” level; at 11, fairly light; at 13, somewhat 
hard; at 15, hard; at 17, very hard; and at 20, “all out.” 

In the Psychophysiology study, investigators wanted 
to examine the relationship between RPE and time in 
two very different races. The two races were different in 
several significant ways. First, distance: one was a seven 
mile race, the other a half marathon; second, elevation: 
the 7 mile race was almost flat … only a six foot change 
in elevation, and the half marathon containing many 
long and fairly steep hills, with as much as approximately 
130 feet change; third, pacing: as you would expect, 
the velocity of the subjects in the 7 mile race was faster 
than the half marathoners, but there was also a marked 
difference between the 7 milers and the half marathoners 
in the changes of pacing during the race: the 7 milers 
ran at a fairly consistent pace, not deviating more than 
approximately 2 percent of the average velocity of the 7 
mile race, while the half marathoners altered their velocity 
approximately 12 percent. 

Of course, the two races were run on separate days, 
but the temperature was almost identical each day: 16 
degrees C and 18 degrees C, low 60’s in F.

Investigators fascinatingly found that while the RPEs 
of the 7 mile runners were higher than the RPE’s of the 
half marathoners for each of the first seven miles (which 
we would expect), the 7 milers and the half marathoners 
had almost identical RPEs when plotted against time for 
the duration of each race. For example, at approximately 
15 percent through both races, the 7 milers were at 11.9, 
and the halves were at 11.9. At about 45 percent through 
both races, the 7 milers were at 14.2, and the halves were 
at 14.0. At about 70 percent through, the sevens were 
at 16.7, and the halves were at 16.4. At 85 percent, the 
sevens were at 17.7, and the halves were at 17.4.

Warren E. Jones, a Personal 
Trainer, is an American College of 
Sports Medicine (ACSM) Health 
Fitness Instructor, a National Strength 
and Conditioning Association Certified 
Strength and Conditioning Specialist, 
and a holder of an ACSM Certificate 
of Enhanced Qualification. He can be 
reached at wej@cox.net.
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Marathon Training 
Recap
By Bill Snipes

“Baby We Were Born to Run!” 
Week	5 – Lake Hefner (10	miles	around	the	lake)

Saturday, what a great morning for a run. It was 
beautiful going around Lake Hefner in the crisp air with 
a cloudless warming sunrise. The light breezes didn’t 
deter over 170 runners and walkers as they took to the 
trails to complete the 10 mile loop around the lake. Brent 
Gaddis and his crew from The Runner were out to man 
the water/PowerAde stops. We’ll see them again on two 
of our 20 mile runs. This week’s after the run treats were 
supplied by Jane Pace, Adi McCasland, and one mystery 
person who I have yet to identify. Thanks to all of you for 
helping us out.

Training “Against the Wind”
Week	 6 – Lake Hefner (14	 miles	 on	 the	 half	 marathon	
course)

“Against the wind, we were runnin’ against the wind” 
(by Bob Seger). The temperature gods smiled on you 
Saturday morning as over 250 took on the challenge of 
the wind. The strength built over the past few weeks 
really paid off as you battled your way south on Classen 
Blvd. against a 20-30 mph head wind. But you made it, 
another victory, another confidence builder, and as Jack 
Rector would surely say, you made it with style. And 
what a post run party. With the moderate temperatures 
everyone hung around and visited. 

American Fidelity Group – All Stars of the Week!!!
Mark Nance headed up a terrific group of volunteers 

from American Fidelity who handled the water/
PowerAde stops and refreshments afterwards. It seems 
each week a new standard is set by the volunteers in 
providing for the runners. We can’t thank them enough. 
Also bringing goodies for the post run party were the 
ever reliable Jane Pace and Adi McCasland. Alden Turci 
brought the Italian Cream cake that had been prepared 
by Kamala Gamble (a preview of what she’ll prepare for 
the 25th anniversary party). Several others contributed as 
well but I don’t know who they were. Last weeks mystery 
contributor has been identified as Susan Weed. Thanks 
to all of you for helping out. 

Hundreds Enjoy Weekends Runs
Week	7 – Lake Hefner (16	miles	start	and	finish	at	Bass	Pro	
Shops	in	Bricktown)	

The weekend of training started Saturday morning 
with the Edmond Running Club’s Frigid Five in Mitch 
Park. Nearly 750 runners completed the hilly 5 mile course 
in chilly but bearable conditions. A great number of the 
members of our training group participated in the event. 
The ERC did a wonderful job putting on this race.

The following day we had our regular group training 
run, a 16 miler and our first Sunday run of the season. 
Over 150 runners showed up at Bass Pro Shop in near 
perfect conditions. It was a little chilly at the start but the 
sun rose quickly and in the clear skies provided enough 
warmth to make the run very comfortable. Even the 
wind cooperated and provided a slight tail wind as the 
runners headed south on Classen. What a change from 
the week before when we faced 20 – 30 mph head winds 
on Classen! 

The runners were greeted at the finish by open doors 
at Bass Pro Shop and warmed themselves as they enjoyed 
a wide array of refreshments and the company of fellow 
runners. Bass Pro also handled the water/PowerAde stop 
duties and did a great job. A big thank you goes out to 
Angel Simpson and Vickie Taylor who coordinated these 
activities for the store.

24 Hour Brigade
LOCAL WEST POINT CADET, ULTRAMARA-
THONER PLANS 24-HOUR RUN TO BENEFIT 
WOUNDED WAR HEROES

24	Hour	Brigade	to	Benefit	Wounded	Warrior	Project
Will	Run	on	Alma	Mater	Track,	Invites	Sponsors,	Fellow	
Runners,	Walkers	to	Join	Effort

YUKON – David Swanson, a 2006 Yukon High School 
graduate and current cadet at the United States Military 
Academy at West Point, plans a 24-hour run around the 
YHS track to raise dollars for the Wounded Warrior 
Project, a non-profit organization that supports soldiers 
wounded in the war in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Calling his project the 24 Hour Brigade  
(www.24hourbrigade.com), ultramarathoner Swanson 
invites area runners, walkers, mothers with strollers— 

•
•

see Brigade on page 10
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virtually anyone, to join him in his effort to raise money 
and support America’s heroes with the Wounded Warrior 
Project (www.woundedwarriorproject.org) .  He is also 
soliciting sponsors to pledge dollars per mile he and others 
run during this twenty-four hour period, from 5:00 pm 
on Friday, March 20 to 5:00 pm March 21, 2009.

“I love America, and I love to run,” said Swanson.  
“I been impressed for some time now that I should use 
my love of running and ability to run long distances to 
benefit the young men who volunteered to join the fight 
for freedom around the world, and have paid the price in 
that fight.

“I’ve found the Wounded Warrior Project, and am 
excited to support that cause through this effort,” he 
continued.

Swanson says he can’t reach his goal by himself, 
though.

“I have an audacious goal of raising $10,000 for the 
WWP,” Swanson said.  “In order to do that, we’ll need to 
enlist the help of anyone and everyone who appreciates 
the sacrifice of our armed forces, and who can put one 
foot in front of the other.

“Anyone can do this, whether it’s one mile or one 
hundred miles.”  

“I’m asking Oklahomans from all walks of life to 
enlist sponsors—no amount per mile is too small—and 
join me on the Yukon High School track to support our 
wounded warriors,” Swanson concluded.

Those	who	want	to	participate	or	sponsor	
Swanson	or	another	runner	 can	enlist	 for	
this	mission	at	www.24hourbrigade.com.		

Brigade continued

Mark Bravo’s 
Workout Tips for 
Training
Core-targeted Workout 

On all exercises, relax and breath smoothly. Don’t fight 
it; the comfort level with them will continually rise.

Scissor-kick
Lying on back, holding slight CRUNCH all the while, 
raise right leg/lower, left leg/lower in scissor-kick fashion. 
15 kicks each leg, rest, repeat twice.
Flex foot if it helps legs stay straighter.

Oblique-focus
Lying on back, knees together to left side, raise body in 
sit-up form, bringing left elbow to right side of body. 
Perform same motion 30 seconds, then bring knees to 
right side, and aim right elbow to left side of body, 30 
seconds. No abrupt motion; smooth and continual, not 
worrying how far up you come. Just hold crunch. Rest 30 
seconds between each round, and perform EACH side 
3 times.

Pelvic	Raises:	Bridge
Lying on floor, feet apart and knees bent, arms at side on 
floor, raise and lower pelvis 10 times, then raise and hold 
for 6 seconds, lower and repeat 5 times. Rest 30 seconds, 
then raise and hold pelvis in bridge position, lifting left 
leg (straightened) to height of right knee and raising 12 
inches, lowering to right knee and repeating for count of 
8. Perform the same exercise with straightened right leg 
(8 repeats) then rest and repeat on both sides.

Plank	Hold
In push-up position, on forearms. Hold body suspended 
and straight (only forearms and balls of feet touching). 
Hold 30-45 seconds, rest 30, repeat twice.

Superman
Only stomach touching. Take a few breaths and when 
ready, with abdominals contracted, raise arms and legs off 
floor, and stay suspended 45 seconds. 
Rest 30-45 secs., repeat twice. Relaxed breathing a must; 
don’t hold your breath!

Pendulum
Legs straight up, lying on back. SLOWLY-very 
controlled-swing legs to left (as close to floor as possible, 
but CONTROL more important), then back to center. 
Swing right, keeping them as upright as possible, then 
back to center. 8 times each way (left, then right). Arms 
can be aside the body on floor for added stability. All 
effort from TORSO and ABS, not lower back.
Strength/stretching Initial Regimen

Sit-ups (Bicycle-style;	left	elbow	to	right	knee,	vice-versa)
1 minute non-stop; rest 1 min.; repeat procedure two 
more times, or:
2 minutes non-stop, one time.



Leg	Lifts
Legs extended straight, kept together. Raise them 6” off 
ground, hold 8-10 secs., lower and rest 8-10 secs. Raise 
them 3” off ground, hold 8-10 secs., lower and rest. 
Repeat this exercise 5 times.

Push-ups
With knees touching floor, arms slightly wider than 
shoulder-width, body straight (making a natural smooth 
line from shoulders to heels); perform 15. Rest for two 
mins. and repeat, monitoring your form (all arms and 
chest, stay straight, don’t use strain neck or back.)

Tricep	Wall	Pushes
With forearms against wall, shoulder-width apart, push 
against wall, leaving only hands pressed against it, focusing 
on using TRICEP muscles, slowly move forearms (always 
focusing on tricep) toward wall ‘til they rest there, then 
slowly push again, moving forearms toward and away 
from wall. The speed is very important here, plus a focus 
on the muscle being used (TRICEPS). Repeat 15 times, 
very deliberate in speed.

Pelvic	Raises	
Lying on floor, feet apart and knees bent, arms at side on 
floor, raise and lower pelvis 10 times, then raise and hold 
for 6 seconds, lower and repeat 5 times. Rest 30 seconds, 
then raise and hold pelvis in bridge position, lifting left 
leg (straightened) to height of right knee and raising 12 
inches, lowering to right knee and repeating for count of 
8. Perform the same exercise with straightened right leg 
(8 repeats) then rest and repeat on both sides.

Side-to-side	Twists
Stand straight, good posture (keep checking this), arms 
bent and spread chest-high, begin twisting (never forcing 
yourself farther than is comfortable), breathing relaxed, 
keep good form and stay very loose. Perform-without 
any pain, don’t stretch too far either direction-for 2 
minutes. This exercise promotes flexibility, circulation, 
and attention to breathing and posture.

Keep me posted on your bodies’ response, any 
discomfort in performing, etc.

Go get ‘em!

The Landrunner  11 
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Recipes to Run By…
It’s hard to believe that March is already here!  This is the month of the Triple Crown Races, the first day of spring, 
and, of course, St. Patrick’s Day.  To wrap up the frigid weather season and honor the lucky leprechauns, this month’s 
Recipe to Run By is a warming Irish Stout Stew, which, incidentally would be perfectly paired with the Irish Soda 
Bread printed in the March 2008 Landrunner Newsletter!  That recipe can be found in the online newsletter archive 
at www.okcrunning.org.

Irish Stout Stew

2 lbs. lean cubed lamb shoulder or beef 
stew meat
2 Tbs. canola oil
2 Tbs. flour
A couple of grinds of fresh ground black 
pepper
Pinch of cayenne
2 cups chopped yellow onion
2 cloves minced garlic
3 Tbs. tomato paste dissolved in 3 Tbs. 
water
12 oz. Irish Stout (e.g. Murphy’s, Beamish, 
Guinness) 
1 ½ cups beef broth
2 cups sliced carrot
2 potatoes, diced
2-3 sprigs of fresh thyme
1 spring of fresh rosemary
2 Tbs. chopped fresh parsley
Salt, to taste

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Toss the lamb or beef cubes with flour, pepper, and 
cayenne.
In a dutch oven or heavy bottom pot, brown meat on all 
sides over medium-high heat in oil.
Add onions, garlic, and diluted tomato paste.  Reduce 
heat to medium, cover, and cook until onions soften 
(approximately 5-7 minutes).
Stir in ½ cup of beer and bring to low boil, scraping the 
brown bits from the bottom of the dutch oven with a 
wooden spoon.  Pour in the remaining beer and broth.
Add carrots, potatoes, rosemary, thyme, and parsley.  
Cover loosely, reduce heat to low, and simmer for 2 ½ 
hours, stirring occasionally.  Add salt to taste.

Serves 6-8 and makes great leftovers!
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Ask Adi…
At the time I’m writing this, we are just about 
halfway through the OKC Memorial Marathon 
training program.  For the past two months, 
we’ve gathered each weekend for a long run that 
is always followed by copious amounts of cof-
fee and fantastic homemade treats brought by 
various runners at the end.  Several people have 
requested the granola recipe since I first brought 
it a couple of weeks ago, so I thought I’d share it 
with you all here.  The best bit about this recipe 
is that it’s not exact, so feel free to add or delete 
however you wish.  The worst bit might be that 
it’s rather addictive!

Homemade Granola
8 cups rolled oats (not quick or 
instant)
2 cups ground flax seed, oat bran, 
wheat germ, or rye, barley, or quinoa 
flakes (or a mixture of )
1 cup sunflower, sesame, or pumpkin 
seeds (or a mixture of )
1 cup chopped pecans, cashews, 
walnuts, almonds (or a mixture of )
1 cup shredded coconut
1 ½ cup honey
1 cup crunchy peanut butter 
(preferably natural)
8 Tbs. butter
2 Tbs. vanilla extract
¼ tsp. cinnamon
Pinch of cardamom
A couple of grinds of sea salt

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Mix the first five ingredients (oats 
thru coconut) in a large bowl and set 
aside.
Over low-medium heat or in the 
microwave, melt the remaining 
ingredients (honey thru sea salt).
Pour the honey mixture over the oat 
mixture and stir well.
Press into a large, greased baking 
sheet (should be about an inch 
thick).
Bake at 320* for approximately 25-
30 minutes.  Allow to cool, break 
into pieces, and store in an airtight 
container.

*This makes approximately 25 servings, 
but can easily be halved or doubled.

1.

2.
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4.
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W
Random Runners Tips
We’ve had a great time so far with the OKC Memorial Mara-
thon training.  There have been record numbers of participants 
each week, which always means lots of runners out there training 
for their first time for the various events offered.  This month’s 
tip column is dedicated to all the newbies who have joined the 
group, helping to make it the success it is!  So here’s to you....the 
best advice from the area’s veteran runners.

Consistency wins the day!  Don’t get down on yourself if 
you have to miss a workout, a run is particularly arduous 
one day, or you don’t always feel you’re improving.  Train 
with confidence, which also means respecting your rest 
days.  Mark	Bravo	–	OKC	Landrunner	&	Running	Coach
Use body glide and take ice baths.  Chuck	Mikkelson	–	OKC	
Landrunner	President
Don’t worry about times...run to enjoy.  Pace yourself 
according to your breathing at the beginning of your run.  
Joanne	Jackson	–	OKC	Landrunner	by	way	of	Colorado
Focus on your body and how you feel during the run – also 
known as “body checks” by Jack Rector.  Listen to those 
conversing around you.  You may be able to contribute to 
the conversation, and sometimes you realize it’s a small 
world.  Troy	and	DonnaBanks	–	OKC	Landrunner
Mileage is important, but so is rest.  Make sure you get a 
day of rest per week and alternate hard and easy days.  Tom	
Briggs	–	OKC	Landrunner
Invest in a Garmin...the best invention for runners since the 
running shoe!!!  Tiffany	Cone	–	OKC	Landrunner	&	Runner	
of	the	Year
Listen to your body and follow your instincts with your 
training.  Don’t try to blindly follow any training plan  Joel	
McCarty	–	OKC	Landrunner	&	Ultramarathoner
Run only the mile you are on.  Bill	Snipes	–	OKC	Landrun-
ner	&	OKC	Memorial	Marathon	Training	Committee	Chair
Running is an art in motion.  Talk to your fellow runners 
and listen.  Watch what they drink, how often they gu, who 
knows the best fit for shoes, when to wear longs, etc.  Some 
advice may work for you and some not as well, but there is 
no better resource for improvement than those who respect 
the sport.  They are our mentors, so seek them out and give 
others a smile as you pass them by.  Jamie	Pivniska	–	OKC	
Landrunner
Wear technical clothing.  Don’t start out too fast.  Bill	

Goodier	–	OKC	Landrunner

And lastly, a bit of humor from fellow Landrunner and blogger, 
Willie:

Run,	run	again	(repeat	until	marathon),
Run	marathon,	drink	heavily,

Repeat	as	many	times	as	possible.

Welcome to you all!  —Adi
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Guthrie YMCA 89er Day Run  
5K, 1Mile and Fun Run 

Date: 04/18/2009 
Start Times: 

8:00 AM 1 Mile 
8:30 AM Fun Run 

9:00 AM 5K 

Pre-register online at:  
www.quickscores.com/guthriey 
Registration will be available 
at the Guthrie YMCA through 

Race Day, April 18. 

Entry fees: 
$20 Pre-registration  

$25 Race Day Registration
6 & Under Free

Proceeds will benefit the YMCA 
STRONG KIDS CAMPAIGN 

Register online at: 
www.quickscores.com/guthriey

Runner Packets will be available at the Guthrie YMCA April 16– April 18.  Please 
contact the Guthrie YMCA for more information regarding Runner Packets.

Guthrie YMCA 
114 E Oklahoma 

Guthrie, OK 73044 
(405) 282-8206 

All participants will receive a YMCA 89er Day Run T-Shirt, goodie bag and after race refreshments.  
Awards will be given to top male and female in each age division. 

YMCA Mission:  To put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy spirit, 
mind and body for all. 
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